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Lieutenant Commander BROADHURST is cited for meritorious achievement in aerial flight on 03 March 2012 while acting as the 
Pilot at the Controls of Coast Guard 6547, an MH-65C deployed aboard CGC NORTHLAND. At 0330, he deftly lifted off of the 
flight deck into a black abyss as the ship heaved about at its maximum pitch and roll limits. 30 knots winds pushed wave 
heights in excess of eight feet, with minimal visibility and zero illumination due to a moonless night. Once aloft he located the 
elusive suspect vessel mere minutes into the flight and quickly ascertained that the heavily laden boat, with three outboard 
engines, was a classic go-fast. He strategically positioned the helicopter covertly to inspect for weapons and the specific criteria 
required to employ force. Upon authorization, he approached the go-fast at an altitude of just 50 feet and directed the vessel 
to halt with three stitches of tracer bullets. Immediately, the go-fast violently evaded by varying its course 360 degrees and 
speed from 0 to 35 kts. The operators, apparently aware of the aircraft's limitations, continuously maneuvered underneath the 
aircraft and ran down swell to present a significant tail wind. He countered by flying backwards to exploit the opposing heading 
engagement azimuth. While flying CG6547 at the edge of its flight envelope, he choreographed his maneuvers seamlessly with 
the precision marksman to keep the gunner on target and in close contact to deliver .50 cal disabling fire 11 times with succinct 
precision thus destroying all three engines. The 1.5 hour engagement stretched the helicopter's endurance as he landed at the 
maximum flight deck motion limit with only 20 minutes of fuel remaining the absolute minimum. Lieutenant Commander 
BROADHURST actions and aeronautical skill were crucial to the interdiction, which yielded the seizure of over 3,500 lbs of pure 
cocaine valued in excess of $42 million and the arrest of four narco-terrorists. His courage, judgment, and devotion to duty are 
most heartily commended and are in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard.  


